
Microsoft
365 Copilot 
Supporting your journey to
Microsoft 365 Copilot.

What is Copilot for the modern workplace? 
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Microsoft have integrated AI-powered copilots into their most widely used
products, enhancing efficiency in coding, revolutionising workplace productivity

with Microsoft 365, reimagining search experiences with Bing and Edge, and
providing contextual value that seamlessly integrates across your applications

and PC within the Windows ecosystem.
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What do you need
to prepare to get
the full benefits of
Copilot?

Document management
Migrating to Office 365 requires planning and
management. Trustmarque offers a two week
engagement to identify document management
needs and design solutions, including migration
from traditional IT document stores and legacy
systems. The service also covers advice and
support for transitioning hard copy records to
electronic formats.
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Office 365 collaboration 
Trustmarque offers professional consultancy
teams to design and implement collaboration
solutions using Office 365 services. These
solutions aid collaboration around business
processes within a team or across the
organisation. Trustmarque can also develop
secure areas for collaboration among multiple
organisations, such as partner portals for
sharing content.

Adoption and change
Implementing a new technology is only half the
battle, as user adoption will determine its
success. Trustmarque offers adoption and
change management services, including
business change management,
communications, adoption consultancy, user
training, champion enablement, and online e-
learning solutions, to reduce the risk of
resistance and rejection by users.

Information governance 
Trustmarque's professional services team can
assist in designing and implementing solutions
to secure and govern content and information
within Microsoft 365. We offer expertise in
structuring and securing information to meet
regulatory requirements or organisational
policies.

One Drive
Trustmarque offers professional services to set
up and deploy OneDrive for Business securely.
We also provide migration services to reduce
reliance on traditional datacentre services and
storage by transferring files from traditional
network file shares.

Exchange Online 
Trustmarque offers professional services to
assist organisations in migrating mailboxes
from on-premises Exchange servers to Cloud
Exchange Online in Office 365. Our services
include support for migrating PST files, archives,
and other email-related services and content.

Security identity and access 
The service helps organisations leverage
advanced security capabilities for identity and
access in Office 365, EMS, and Microsoft 365. It
designs a secure solution based on
subscriptions and third-party integration to
meet IT security strategies and implement
features such as MFA, PIM, and conditional
access.

Teams
Trustmarque offers professional services to
assist organisations in upgrading from Skype
for Business or deploying Microsoft Teams for
the first time. Our team can guide users on
which services such as voice, meeting rooms, or
process collaboration to provide the greatest
value based on their work requirements.



Our Microsoft designations
Investing time and resources in achieving Microsoft’s
designations demonstrates our commitment to your
success. We are outcome obsessed and assure results for
people like you when we deploy Microsoft’s world-leading
intelligent, cloud-first, digital technologies.
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Digital and App
Innovation (Azure)

Security
Data and AI

(Azure)

Infrastructure
(Azure)

Modern Work
Business

Applications

Trustmarque is a leading UK provider of voice services
created specifically to fully integrate with Microsoft Teams.
Our core services are cloud-based and built around our long
heritage in Voice Telephony.

Our long-standing partnerships give access to industry-
leading solutions to ensure we can support your
organisation’s future success. Our 35-year partnership with
Microsoft means we understand and can advise on all areas
of Microsoft licensing.

We are a Gamma Platinum Partner with over 20 years’
experience in delivering voice solutions. Gamma’s ‘Direct
Routing Partner of the Year’ award 2021 & 2022 – in
recognition of our work delivering for customers.

Talk to your Account Manager or visit:

trustmarque.com
info@trustmarque.com

Why Trustmarque?
Windows. Microsoft 365. Azure. Power Platform. We are
fluent in all things Microsoft. That’s why we are one of the
UK’s most accredited Microsoft partners with all six cloud
designations. As a strategic partner to Microsoft, we
support their commitment to the empowerment of every
person and every organisation to achieve more.

Talk to your account manager or visit:

trustmarque.com
info@trustmarque.com

Microsoft and you


